
The China Voyage: A Journey of Discovery,
Adventure, and Cultural Immersion
Have you ever dreamed of embarking on a life-changing adventure that would
take you to the farthest corners of the world? Are you curious about immersing
yourself in a culture vastly different from your own, exploring ancient wonders,
and being captivated by the grandeur of nature? If so, then join Abby Johnson as
she embarks on her remarkable journey, known as The China Voyage.

The China Voyage is an extraordinary travelogue that takes readers on a
captivating exploration of the Middle Kingdom, a country steeped in rich history,
breathtaking landscapes, and a tapestry of diverse cultures. With its vibrant cities,
picturesque rural villages, and awe-inspiring landmarks, China offers a plethora of
experiences that will leave you spellbound.

Unveiling China's Mysteries

Abby Johnson's journey begins in the sprawling metropolis of Beijing, the heart
and soul of China. With its iconic landmarks such as the Great Wall, Forbidden
City, and Temple of Heaven, the capital city showcases the country's grandeur
and historical significance. Abby delves deep into the city's hidden corners,
unearthing stories and legends that have shaped Chinese civilization.
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As the voyage continues, Abby ventures into the remote and serene landscapes
of Zhangjiajie, an area renowned for its towering sandstone pillars that inspired
the floating mountains seen in the movie "Avatar." With her trusty camera in
hand, she captures the ethereal beauty of this natural wonder, its mist-covered
peaks and lush green valleys leaving an indelible mark on her soul.

But Abby's journey is not limited to the majesty of nature. She delves into the
fascinating world of Chinese cuisine, exploring the vibrant street food scene of
Xi'an, known for its delectable dumplings and savory noodles. From the sizzling
stir-fries to the mouth-watering Peking duck, Abby's taste buds are tantalized by
the diverse flavors and culinary traditions of China.

Immersing in Culture and Tradition

Cultural immersion plays a pivotal role in Abby's voyage. She spends time with
local communities, learning about their customs, traditions, and way of life. In the
ancient city of Pingyao, she witnesses a breathtaking performance of traditional
Chinese opera, adorned in beautifully intricate costumes that transport her to a
bygone era of dynasties and emperors.
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The voyage takes Abby to the enchanting water towns of Suzhou and Wuzhen,
where she embarks on a tranquil journey through time. Exploring the narrow
alleyways and crossing picturesque stone bridges, Abby experiences the serenity
of these ancient villages, their centuries-old canals reflecting colorful traditional
houses and ancient pagodas.

A visit to the famous Shaolin Temple in Dengfeng offers Abby the chance to
witness the ancient art of Kung Fu firsthand. She is enthralled by the incredible
athleticism and discipline displayed by the Shaolin monks, whose movements are
a testament to centuries of martial arts mastery. She even has the opportunity to
learn a few basic techniques, an experience she will cherish forever.

A Story of Transformation

Throughout her voyage, Abby undergoes a remarkable transformation. The China
Voyage is not just about the places she visits, but also about the personal growth
and self-discovery she experiences along the way. She learns to navigate the
maze-like streets of Beijing, to communicate with locals who speak little English,
and to adapt to the cultural nuances of a foreign land.

As she immerses herself in China's traditions and customs, Abby gains a
profound understanding of the country's rich heritage and the deep-rooted values
of its people. With each passing day, she becomes more enchanted, more
connected to this vast land and its incredible history.

Join the China Voyage

Are you ready to embark on an unforgettable journey through China's vibrant
landscapes and enchanting culture? Join Abby Johnson as she takes you along
The China Voyage, an adventure that will awaken your senses, broaden your
horizons, and leave you with memories to treasure for a lifetime. Prepare to be



captivated by the wonders of the Middle Kingdom and embark on a voyage of
discovery, adventure, and cultural immersion like no other!
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Six men and one woman are about to make maritime history as they sail the
Pacific on a raft.

Starting in Vietnam and attempting to reach America on a bamboo raft, they are
testing the theory that Asian soldiers reached America some 2,000 years ago.

Tim Severin begins his journey by going on a trial raft trip with two fishermen and
after that is successful, he decides that Vietnam is the place for him to start his
journey.
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He names the raft Hsu Fu, after a Chinese mariner sent by the first Emperor of
China to explore for islands in the Pacific and after a long eighteen months of
planning and building, they are ready to set sail. There’s just one thing left: his
crew.

The team: Tim, Loi, Joe, Mark, Geoffrey, Rex and Nina have a long journey
ahead of them. From searches by Japanese police to encounters with pirates, it’s
a challenging and weary journey.

Will they all get there alive?

And will they be able to keep the peace in the small space they all share
together?

Or will ‘The China Voyage’ prove catastrophic for them all?

In ‘The China Voyage’, world-renowned explorer Tim Severin’s account of this
unparalleled exploit provides us with one of the most remarkable sea adventures
ever told.

Praise for Tim Severin:

‘Tim Severin is one of the last of the old-style explorers…His deeds speak to us
of the purity of achievement in an age where experience has become blunted by
comfort and complacency. We watch them, awed … A vivid picture of the aching
space of the ocean} the loneliness of the long-distance sailor’ The TIMES

‘The story of this courageous quest is gripping and a wonderful armchair escape
to real adventure from an increasingly mundane world’ SUNDAY EXPRESS



‘An extraordinary experiment, and by implication a study of man’s desire to set
himself gruelling tasks and to set to them with great ingenuity and courage…This
well-illustrated book is awash with nautical and hydrographic detail, which he
manages to make interesting and accessible even to the avowed landlubber…
Fascinating’ SCOTSMAN

Tim Severin is an explorer, film-maker and lecturer, who has made many
expeditions, from crossing the Atlantic in a medieval leather boat to going out in
search of Moby Dick and Robinson Crusoe. He has won the Thomas Cook Travel
Book Award, the Book of the Sea Award, a Christopher Prize, and the literary
medal of the Academie de la Marine. He books include ‘Crusader’, ‘The Sindbad
Voyage’, ‘The Brendan Voyage’, ‘The Jason Voyage’ and ‘The Ulysses Voyage’.
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